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Abstract
T -duality of string theory can be extended to the Poisson–Lie T -duality when the target
space has a generalized isometry group given by a Drinfel’d double. In M-theory, T -duality
is understood as a subgroup of U -duality, but the non-Abelian extension of U -duality is
still a mystery. In this paper, we study membrane theory on a curved background with a
generalized isometry group given by the En algebra. This provides a natural setup to study
non-Abelian U -duality because the En algebra has been proposed as a U -duality extension
of the Drinfel’d double. We show that the standard treatment of Abelian U -duality can
be extended to the non-Abelian setup. However, a famous issue in Abelian U -duality still
exists in the non-Abelian extension.
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1 Introduction
Abelian T -duality is a symmetry of string theory when the target space has D commuting
Killing vector fields. This T -duality can be extended to the Poisson–Lie (PL) T -duality [1, 2]
when the target geometry has a certain symmetry generated by the Lie algebra of the Drinfel’d
double. For the PL T -duality, the usual Killing vector fields are not necessary and we can
consider the extended T -duality in a more general class of target spaces. Similar to Abelian T -
duality, the PL T -duality is a symmetry of the supergravity equations of motion (see e.g. [3]),
and it can generate various supergravity solutions (see e.g. [2,4–16]). To be more precise, some
dual geometries do not solve the standard supergravity equations but rather the modified ones,
known as the generalized supergravity equations [17, 18]. However, as shown in [19, 20], the
generalized supergravity equations can be derived from double field theory (DFT) [21–25],
which is a T -duality-manifest formulation of supergravity. Thus, now the PL T -duality has
been understood as the symmetry of DFT [14, 26–29]. Recently, various aspects of the PL
T -duality, in particular, its relation to the Yang–Baxter deformation [7, 30–33] (i.e. a class of
integrable deformations of string theory) have been clarified and still actively studied.
Type IIA string theory compactified on a flat D-torus has the O(D,D) Abelian T -duality
symmetry. From the perspective of M-theory compactified on a flat n-torus (n ≡ D+1), this
O(D,D) Abelian T -duality group is understood as a subgroup of the En U -duality group.
According to recent developments in the U -duality-manifest formulation, known as the excep-
tional field theory (EFT) [34–38], the U -duality symmetry in supergravity has been clearly
understood. EFT also exhibits the duality between M-theory and type IIB supergravity, and
it also provides a useful framework to study various non-geometric backgrounds or non-trivial
compactifications. Recently, by using EFT, a U -duality extension of the PL T -duality has
been discussed in [39,40] for n ≤ 4, where the Drinfel’d double is realized as a subgroup of the
proposed En group. There still remain many things to be clarified, but it has been expected
that this En group is the symmetry underlying the non-Abelian extension of U -duality.
In contrast to the success in supergravity, U -duality symmetry in membrane theory remains
to be mysterious. In the case of string theory, the equations of motion in a flat space have been
successfully expressed in a T -duality-covariant form [41]. By closely following this approach,
the equations of motion for a membrane have been expressed in a U -duality-covariant form
in [42] (see also [43, 44]). However, as it has been pointed out in [45], a certain integrability
is broken under a general U -duality transformation, and it has been concluded that only a
subgroup of Abelian U -duality is the symmetry of the membrane equations of motion. Only
when the dimension of the target spacetime is n = 3 (where the membrane is spacefilling and
called the topological membrane), the full SL(2)× SL(3) U -duality group can be consistently
performed [45] (see also [46–48] for related earlier works).
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In this paper, focusing on the successful case n = 3, we investigate non-Abelian U -duality
in membrane theory. Our main results are as follows. In the T -duality-covariant formulation
of string theory, the displacement dxm(σ) (m = 1, . . . ,D) is extended to the generalized
displacement PM (σ) = dxM(σ) (M = 1, . . . , 2D). In the setup of the PL T -duality, this PM
is further extended to the Maurer–Cartan (MC) form satisfying dPA = 12 FBCA PB ∧ PC
(A = 1, . . . , 2D), where FBCA denote the structure constants of the Drinfel’d double. Locally,
it can be parameterized as PA TA = dl l−1 by using a group element of a Drinfel’d double
l(σ), and this reduces to PM = dxM when the Drinfel’d double is Abelian. In the U -duality-
covariant formulation of the topological membrane in flat space (n = 3), the generalized
displacement satisfies dPI = 0 (I = 1, . . . , n(n+1)2 ) and it can be locally express as PI = dxI .
This paper studies its extension to the case where the target space is curved. By requiring the
target space to have a symmetry of the En algebra, we show that the generalized displacement
satisfies the MC equation dPA = 12 FBCA PB ∧ PC (A = 1, . . . , n(n+1)2 ), where FBCA are
the structure constants of the En algebra. The MC equation does not depend on the choice
of the generators TA in the En algebra, and it is manifestly covariant under the change of
generators T ′A = CA
B TB , where the constant matrix CA
B is an element of the U -duality
group E3 ≡ SL(2) × SL(3) . This arbitrariness in the choice of generators is what we call
non-Abelian U -duality. It naturally unifies the PL T -duality and Abelian U -duality.
For clarity, we here note several subtleties. In string theory, the number of the equations
of motion for the scalar fields xm is D, and the number of non-trivial MC equation is also D.
Accordingly, we can show that the equations of motion are equivalent to the MC equation. In
contrast, in membrane theory, the number of the equations of motion for the scalar fields xi
is n while the number of non-trivial MC equation is n(n−1)2 (see section 2.2). For n ≥ 4, the
number of non-trivial MC equation is greater than that of the equations of motion, and it is
impossible to realize the full MC equation even under the equations of motion. Therefore, we
can show the MC equation only when n = 3 . In n = 3, unfortunately, both the equations of
motion and the MC equation are identically satisfied and it is not so clear whether we can
claim that the non-Abelian U -duality is the symmetry of the membrane equations of motion.
However, the situation is completely the same as Abelian U -duality. Our result is a natural
non-Abelian extension of the standard Abelian U -duality, and the fact that the generalized
displacement PA satisfies the MC equation is non-trivial.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we review Abelian T -duality and
U -duality. The famous issue in U -duality is also reviewed. In section 3, we discuss the non-
Abelian extensions. The PL T -duality in string theory is reviewed in section 3.1. In section 3.2,
we discuss non-Abelian U -duality in membrane theory. Section 4 is devoted to the summary
and discussion. Technical details are given in Appendices.
2 Abelian T -duality and U-duality
In this section, we review Abelian T -duality in string theory. We also review Abelian U -duality
in membrane theory and explain a notorious issue specific to U -duality.
2.1 Abelian T -duality in string theory
In order to perform Abelian T -duality, the target space needs to have Abelian Killing vectors.
Thus, we here consider string theory in a D-dimensional flat space, where the supergravity
fields are constant. The string equations of motion can be expressed as
dJm = 0 , Jm ≡ gmn ∗ dxn +Bmn dxn . (2.1)
We also have a trivially conserved current,
dJm = 0 , Jm ≡ dxm , (2.2)
and Abelian T -duality can be understood as a permutation of the equations of motion and
the Bianchi identities [41],
JM → J ′M = CMN JN ,
(JM) ≡

Jm
Jm

 =

gmn ∗ dxn +Bmn dxn
dxm

 . (2.3)
If we introduce the generalized metric
(HMN) ≡

(B g−1)mn (g −B g−1B)mn
gmn −(g−1B)mn

 , (2.4)
which is an O(D,D) matrix preserving the O(D,D) metric invariant
HMP HNQ ηPQ = ηMN ,
(
ηMN
) ≡

 0 δnm
δmn 0

 , (2.5)
we find that the 1-form fields JM (σ) satisfy the self-duality relation,
JM = HMN ∗ JN . (2.6)
In order to keep this relation under the rotation (2.3), HMN also should be transformed as
H′MN = CMP HPQ (C−1)QN . (2.7)
By requiring that the transformed metric H′MN is still an O(D,D) matrix, the matrix CMN
is required to be an O(D,D) element. This O(D,D) symmetry is the standard Abelian T -
duality.
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Now, let us introduce 1-form fields PM (σ) through
JM = HMN ∗ PN ,
(PM) =

 dxm
gmn ∗ dxn +Bmn dxn

 . (2.8)
Here and hereafter, we raise or lower the indices M,N by using the matrix η; e.g. HMN =
HMP ηPN . Under the equations of motion dJM = 0, the 1-form fields PM satisfy
d ∗ PM = 0 . (2.9)
From the self-duality relation (2.6), PM also satisfy
PM = HMN ∗ PN . (2.10)
Then, since HMN is constant and invertible, the equations of motion (2.9) are equivalent to
dPM = 0 . (2.11)
This shows that, under the equations of motion, we can locally express the 1-form fields as
PM (σ) = dxM(σ) , (xM) =

xm
x˜m

 . (2.12)
The scalar fields xM (σ) are interpreted as the embedding functions into a 2D-dimensional
doubled space and PM = dxM is interpreted as the generalized displacement.
2.2 Abelian U-duality in membrane theory
In [42], the same idea has been applied to membrane theory in a flat space. By following [42,43],
we consider the dynamics of a membrane in an n-dimensional Lorentzian spacetime (n ≤ 4).
Similar to the string case, the equations of motion are expressed as
dJi = 0 , Ji ≡ gij ∗ dxj − 1
2
Cijk dx
j ∧ dxk , (2.13)
where i, j = 1, . . . , n and ∗ is the Hodge star operator associated with the induced metric
hαβ ≡ gij ∂αxi ∂βxj . The trivially conserved current, known as the topological current is
defined as J ij ≡ dxi ∧ dxj and we consider a combination,
(JI) ≡

 Ji
J i1i2√
2!

 =

gij ∗ dxj − 12 Cijk dxj ∧ dxk
dxi1∧dxi2√
2!

 . (2.14)
Similar to Abelian T -duality (2.3), Abelian U -duality can be understood as a permutation of
the equations of motion (dJi = 0) and the Bianchi identities (dJ ij = 0),
JI → J ′I = CIJ JJ . (2.15)
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Definitions: In order to see that the matrix CI
J is restricted to the En U -duality group, let
us make several definitions. The generalized metric in EFT,1 which is a U -duality-covariant
combination of supergravity fields, is defined as
(HIJ) ≡

gij + 12 Cik1k2 Ck1k2j −Ci
j1j2√
2!
−Ci1i2 j√
2!
gi1i2, j1j2

 , (2.16)
where gi1i2, j1j2 ≡ gi1[j1gj2]i2 and the inverse is denoted as
(HIJ) =

 gij
Cij1j2√
2!
Ci1i2
j
√
2!
gi1i2,j1j2 +
1
2 Ci1i2
k Ckj1j2

 . (2.17)
We also introduce the U -duality-invariant tensor ηIJ ;K , where K denotes the index for the so-
called R2-representation of theEn group that can be decomposed as (ηIJ ;K) = (ηIJ ;k,
ηIJ;k1···k4√
4!
) .
For n ≤ 4, they are explicitly defined as [49]
(
ηIJ ;k
)
=

 0
2! δ
j1j2
ik√
2!
2! δ
i1i2
jk√
2!
0

 , (ηIJ ;k1···k4
)
=

0 0
0
4! δ
i1i2j1j2
k1···k4√
2! 2!

 , (2.18)
where δ
i1···ip
j1···jp ≡ δ
[i1
[j1
· · · δip]jp] . As discussed in [50], in order to formulate membrane theory in a
U -duality-covariant manner, it is important to introduce the charge vector for a membrane
(
qI
) ≡
(
qi,
qi1···i4√
4!
)
. (2.19)
We then define a 1-form, which we call the η-form, as
ηIJ ≡ ηIJ ;K qK . (2.20)
The membrane charge vector qI transforms covariantly under the U -duality transformation
(2.15), and accordingly, the η-form also transforms covariantly as
ηIJ → η′IJ = CIK CJL ηKL . (2.21)
When we consider the M2-brane (without any M5-charge induced), the charge vector should
be chosen as [50]
(
qI
)
=
1
2
(
dxi, 0
)
, (2.22)
and then the η-form becomes
(
ηIJ
)
=

 0
δ
[j1
i dx
j2]√
2!
δ
[i1
j dx
i2]
√
2!
0

 . (2.23)
We also define a matrix
(
HI
J
) ≡ (ηIK HKJ) =

12 Cikj dxk
gik,j1j2 dx
k+ 1
2
Cik
l Clj1j2 dx
k
√
2!
gj[i1 dxi2]√
2!
1
2 Cj1j2
[i1 dxi2]

 , (2.24)
which corresponds to the matrix (2.4) defined in string theory, although here it is a 1-form.
1The generalized metric HIJ has “effective weight” 0 while MIJ ≡ |g|
1
9−nHIJ ∈ En has weight 0 [36].
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En U-duality: By using the above definitions, we find the self-duality relation,
JI = HIJ ∧ ∗JJ , (2.25)
which corresponds to Eq. (2.6). Since the matrix HI
J transforms covariantly only under the
En U -duality transformations, the transformation matrix CI
J given in Eq. (2.15) should be
an element of the En group.
Similar to the string case, we introduce 1-form fields PI(σ) as
JI ≡ HIJ ∗ PJ ,
(PI) =

 dxi
Ci1i2j dx
j−gi1i2,j1j2∗(dxj1∧dxj2 )√
2!

 . (2.26)
Then, from the relation (2.25), we obtain the self-duality relation for PI ,
PI = ∗(HIJ ∧ PI) [HIJ ≡ HIK ηKJ = (HT)IJ] . (2.27)
This corresponds to the relation (2.10) in string theory. Since JI and HIJ transform as
J ′I = CIJ JJ , H′IJ = CIK CJLHKL , (2.28)
under U -duality transformations, the 1-form PI(σ) should be transformed as
P ′I(σ) = (C−1)J I PJ (σ) . (2.29)
The U -duality-covariant equations of motion dJI = 0 can be also expressed as
d
(HIJ ∗ PJ) = 0 ⇔ d ∗ PI = 0 . (2.30)
An issue specific to U-duality: So far, everything is parallel to the string case. However,
as it has been pointed out in [45], the transformation (2.29) generally causes an issue. Here,
we explain the issue by following the presentation given in [50]. By using the self-duality
relation (2.27), the equations of motion (2.30) are equivalent to
d
(
H
I
J ∧ PJ
)
= −HIJ ∧ dPJ = 0 . (2.31)
Unlike the string case, HIJ is not invertible and they are not equivalent to dPI = 0 . To be
more precisely, the equations of motion are weaker than the (Abelian) MC equation dPI = 0 .
Indeed, in [45], an explicit solution of membrane theory where the equations of motion (2.31)
are satisfied but dPI 6= 0 . By the definition of PI given in Eq. (2.26), the first component Pi
trivially satisfies dPi = 0, but for the second component Pi1i2 , dPi1i2 = 0 is not ensured.
Let us suppose that we have a solution xi(σ) satisfying dPi1i2(σ) 6= 0 . Under a particular
U -duality transformation,2
(
CI
J
)
=

Λik 0
0 (Λ−1)k1
[i1 (Λ−1)k2
i2]



δ
j
k −
ckj1j2√
2!
0 δk1k2j1j2

 (2.32)
2The GL(n) matrix contained in the En group has the form |det(Λi
j)|
1
9−n
(
Λi
j 0
0 (Λ−1)j1
[i1 (Λ−1)j2
i2]
)
, but
since we are using the generalized tensors with the effective weight 0, the determinant factor is dropped out.
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with Λi
j and cijk constants, the (constant) supergravity fields are transformed as
g′ij = Λi
k Λj
l gkl , C
′
i1i2i3 = Λi1
j1 Λi2
j2 Λi3
j3
(
Cj1j2j3 + cj1j2j3
)
. (2.33)
At the same time, the 1-form fields are transformed as
(PI) → (P ′I) =

 (Λ−1)j i dxj
C′i1i2j
(Λ−1)k
j dxk−g′i1i2,j1j2 (Λ
−1)k1
j1 (Λ−1)k2
j2 ∗(dxk1∧dxk2)√
2!

 . (2.34)
This shows that
x′i(σ) =
(
Λ−1
)
j
i xj(σ) , (2.35)
is a solution of membrane theory in the dual geometry, and the (geometric) U -duality (2.32)
always maps a solution to the dual solution. On the other hand, a serious problem happens if
we consider the (non-geometric) Ω-transformation,
(
CI
J
)
=

 δij 0
ωi1i2j√
2!
δi1i2j1j2

 . (2.36)
After the Ω-transformation, we obtain
(P ′I) ≡

 P ′iP ′i1i2√
2!

 =

dxi + 12 ωij1j2 Pj1j2Pi1i2√
2!

 . (2.37)
By assumption, we have dPi1i2 6= 0, and thus dP ′i(σ) 6= 0 . This shows that we cannot
parameterize the dualized 1-form field P ′I(σ) as
(P ′I) =

 dx′i
C′i1i2j
dx′j−g′i1i2,j1j2∗(dx
′j1∧dx′j2 )√
2!

 , (2.38)
because the integrability dP ′i = d2x′i(σ) = 0 is now violated.
In general, En U -duality transformations (for n ≤ 4) are generated by the geometric
transformations (2.32) and the Ω-transformation (2.36), but only the former preserve the
integrability. Thus, it is concluded in [45] that only the geometric subgroup of U -duality is
the (classical) symmetry of membrane theory. A resolution has been discussed in [50], but
even in their approach, it is impossible to realize the full MC equation dPI(σ) = 0. Therefore,
unlike the string case, we cannot express the 1-form as
PI(σ) = dxI(σ) , (xI) ≡

 xi
yi1i2√
2!

 . (2.39)
In summary, the point is that the equations of motion HIJ ∧ dPJ = 0 are weaker than
the MC equation dPI = 0 and we cannot realize PI(σ) = dxI(σ) even under the equations
of motion. Accordingly, unlike the string case, we cannot interpret that the membrane is
fluctuating in an extended spacetime with coordinates xI .
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An exceptional case where n = 3: As discussed in [45], the case n = 3 is exceptional.
There, the membrane is called the topological membrane because it is non-dynamical. Indeed,
by using the identity
∗(dxi ∧ dxj) = εijk dxk
(
ε012 = 1√|g|
)
, (2.40)
the equations of motion (2.13) are identically satisfied. Moreover, as it is clear from
(PI) =

 dxi
Ci1i2j dx
j−εi1i2j dxj√
2!

 , (2.41)
the (Abelian) MC equation
dPI(σ) = 0 , (2.42)
is also identically satisfied, and at least locally, we can express the 1-form as
PI(σ) = dxI(σ) . (2.43)
Here, xI describes the embedding of the membrane into the 6-dimensional extended space.
We can freely rotate a given solution xI(σ) as
xI(σ) → x′I(σ) = (C−1)J I xJ(σ) , (2.44)
under the full SL(2) × SL(3) U -duality transformation, and here the U -duality group is not
restricted to the geometric subgroup.
For n ≥ 4, only a part of dPI(σ) = 0 can be derived from the equations of motion. As
discussed in section 1, naively we have only n equations of motion, but the number of the
non-trivial components of the MC equation dPij = 0 are n(n−1)2 . Therefore, these coincide
only when n = 3 (see [47] for a similar discussion). For n ≥ 4, we cannot expect to obtain the
full components of dPij = 0 . If any component of the MC equation is not satisfied, we obtain
dP ′i 6= 0 after a certain Ω-transformation, and the integrability is broken.
Of course, as it is discussed well in EFT, at the level of supergravity, the Lagrangian or
the equations of motion have the En U -duality symmetry for an arbitrary n ≤ 8 (or perhaps
n ≤ 11). The issue arises only when we try to realize the symmetry in membrane theory. A
membrane is only a member of the supersymmetric branes, which form a U -duality multiplet.
In order to realize the full U -duality symmetry, we will need to formulate a brane theory
which describes all of the supersymmetric branes in a unified manner (see section 4 for more
discussion on such formulation). At present, such a formulation has not been found, and we
can realize the U -duality symmetry only for the topological membrane. Accordingly, as we
discuss below, we can realize non-Abelian U -duality only for the topological membrane.
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3 Non-Abelian T -/U-duality
In this section, we study the non-Abelian extension of U -duality.
3.1 PL T -duality in string theory
Before studying non-Abelian U -duality, we review the PL T -duality in string theory [1, 2].
PL T -dualizability: In order to perform the PL T -duality, the target geometry is required
to satisfy the differential equations [1, 2]
£vaEmn = −f˜ bcaEmp vpb vqc Eqn , (3.1)
where Emn(x) ≡ gmn(x) + Bmn(x) and vma (a = 1, . . . ,D) are a set of vector fields satisfying
the algebra [va, vb] = fab
c vc . Under this setup, the string equations of motion are expressed
as the MC equation,
dJa − 1
2
f˜a
bc Jb ∧ Jc = 0 , Ja ≡ vma
(
gmn ∗ dxn +Bmn dxn
)
. (3.2)
As discussed in [1, 2], Eq. (3.1) suggests that fab
c and f˜abc can be identified with the
structure constants of the Lie algebra of the Drinfel’d double,
[Ta, Tb] = fab
c Tc , [T˜
a, T˜ b] = f˜abc T˜
c , [Ta, T˜
b] = f˜ bca Tc − facb T˜ c . (3.3)
This is sometimes expressed as [TA, TB ] = FABC TC by denoting the set of generators as
{TA} ≡ {Ta, T˜ a} . In addition, an ad-invariant3 bilinear form is defined for the generators,
〈TA, TB〉 ≡ ηAB ,
(
ηAB
) ≡

 0 δba
δab 0

 . (3.4)
We denote a subgroup G generated by {Ta} as the physical subgroup while a subgroup G˜
generated by {T˜ a} as the dual group. If we assume that the target space is a group manifold
of G and identify the vector fields vma with the left-invariant vector fields, we can solve the
differential equation (3.1) as follows [1]:
Emn(x) =
[
Eˆ (1−Π(x) Eˆ)−1]
ab
ram(x) r
b
n(x) . (3.5)
Here, Eˆ ≡ (Eˆab) is a constant matrix and several quantities are defined as follows. For a group
element g(x) ∈ G, we define a matrix MAB(x) as
g−1 TA g ≡MAB TB . (3.6)
3The ad-invariance means 〈[TC , TA], TB〉+ 〈TA, [TC , TB]〉 = 0 .
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From the structure of the algebra (3.3), the matrix MA
B(x) can be generally parameterized
as follows by using two matrices aa
b(x) and Πab(x) = −Πba(x):
(
MA
B
) ≡

 δca 0
−Πac δac



acb 0
0 (a−1)bc

 . (3.7)
The left- and right-invariant 1-forms are denoted as
ℓ ≡ g−1 dg , r ≡ dg g−1 (ℓam = aba rbm
)
, (3.8)
and they are dual to the left- and right-invariant vectors vma and e
m
a ,
ℓam v
m
b = δ
a
b , r
a
m e
m
b = δ
a
b . (3.9)
Now, the solution (3.5) can be understood from these definitions. When a target geometry
takes the form of Eq. (3.5), we can perform the PL T -duality.
Manifest T -duality: The solution (3.5) can be rewritten in a nicer form by using the
generalized metric HMN . Indeed, the solution (3.5) can be expressed as
HMN (x) = EMA(x)ENB(x) HˆAB . (3.10)
Here, HˆAB is a constant matrix associated with Eˆab ≡ (gˆ + Bˆ)ab (gˆab ≡ Eˆ(ab), Bˆab ≡ Eˆ[ab])
and the coordinate dependence is contained only in the twist matrix EM
A(x),
(HˆAB) ≡

(gˆ − Bˆ gˆ−1 Bˆ)ab (Bˆ gˆ−1)ab
−(gˆ−1 Bˆ)ab gˆab

 , (EMA) ≡

 ram 0
−emc Πca ema

 . (3.11)
We note that the inverse of the twist matrix, denoted as EA
M , is known as the generalized
frame fields and, in fact, they satisfy the relation [26]
£ˆEAEB
M = −FABC ECM , (3.12)
where £ˆ denotes the generalized Lie derivative in DFT. Then, we can show that the generalized
metric satisfies the equation
£ˆEAHMN = FAMP HPN + FANP HMP
(FAMN ≡ FABC EMB ECN) , (3.13)
which shows that the target space has the symmetry of the Drinfel’d double.
Now, we rewrite the equations of motion (3.2) into a T -duality-manifest form. Similar to
the Abelian case, we define 1-form fields
(
PA
)
=

 ℓa
Ja

 =

 ℓam dxm
vma
(
gmn ∗ dxn +Bmn dxn
)

 , (3.14)
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which reduce to Eq. (2.8) in the Abelian case (where ℓam = δ
a
m and v
m
a = δ
m
a ). For convenience,
we also define
P (σ) ≡ PA(σ)TA = ℓ+ J
(
ℓ ≡ ℓa Ta , J ≡ Ja T˜ a
)
. (3.15)
By further acting the adjoint action, we define
P(σ) ≡ PA TA ≡ g P (σ) g−1 = g (ℓ+ J ) g−1
[⇔ PA = (M−1)BA PB] . (3.16)
Eq. (3.2) suggests that, under the equations of motion, J can be identified with the right-
invariant 1-form r˜ ≡ dg˜ g˜−1 associated with a dual group element g˜(x˜), and we obtain
P(σ) = g (g−1dg + dg˜ g˜−1) g−1 = dl l−1 (l ≡ g g˜) . (3.17)
This shows that the 1-form field P(σ) is the right-invariant 1-form on the Drinfel’d double,
which satisfies
dP − P ∧ P = 0 or dPA − 1
2
FBCA PB ∧ PC = 0 . (3.18)
Similar to the Abelian case, the 1-form fields are subjected to the self-duality relation,
PA = HAB ∗ PB
(HAB ≡ HˆAC ηCB) , (3.19)
and only D components are independent. Thus, the 2D MC equation (3.18) are equivalent to
the D equations of motion given in Eq. (3.2).
PL T -duality: The PL T -duality (or the PL T -plurality [6]) is a symmetry under redefini-
tions of the generators
T ′A = CA
B TB . (3.20)
Under the redefinition, the structure constants are transformed as
F ′ABC = CAD CBE
(
C−1
)
F
C FDEF . (3.21)
By requiring that the redefined algebra is also a Lie algebra of the Drinfel’d double, the metric
ηAB [i.e. the bilinear form (3.4)] must be preserved
CA
C CB
D ηCD = ηAB . (3.22)
Namely, the constant matrix CA
B should be an element of the O(D,D) group. After the
redefinition, we introduce new group elements g′(σ) and g˜′(σ), such that g g˜ = l = l′ = g′ g˜′ is
satisfied. Then, we obtain P(σ) = dl l−1 = dl′ l′−1 ≡ P ′(σ), or equivalently,
P ′A = (C−1)BA PB . (3.23)
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This shows that the equations of motion (3.18) and (3.19) are covariantly transformed if HAB
is also transformed as
H′AB = CAC CBDHCD . (3.24)
In this sense, the PL T -duality is an O(D,D) transformation that covariantly transforms the
equations of motion of string theory.
In summary, the essential point of the PL T -duality is that the string equations of motion
are expressed as the MC equation (3.18) for a 1-form P(σ) that satisfy the self-duality relation
(3.19). These equations are manifestly covariant under O(D,D) PL T -duality transformations,
given in Eqs. (3.20), (3.23), and (3.24).
Dual solution: Although the equations of motion are manifestly covariant, the procedure
to obtain the dual string solution may be rather complicated. For the explicit computation, we
need to fix the parameterizations of the group elements (e.g. g(x) = ex
aTa and g˜(x˜) = ex˜aT
a
).
Given these, we can compute the original target geometry by using Eq. (3.5). After an O(D,D)
rotation, we again provide parameterizations of group elements, such as g′(x′) = ex′aT ′a and
g˜′(x˜′) = ex˜
′
aT
′a
, and then obtain the dual geometry
E′mn(x) =
[
Eˆ′ (1−Π′ Eˆ′)−1]
ab
r′am r
′b
n . (3.25)
In order to relate the two geometries, we require
g(x) g˜(x) = l = g′(x′) g˜′(x′) . (3.26)
Then, in principle, we can find the relation between the two coordinates,
x′a = x′a
(
xa, x˜a
)
, x˜′a = x˜
′
a
(
xa, x˜a
)
. (3.27)
Using this relation, we can map a string solution in the original geometry to the dual solution.
From a given solution xa(σ), we can compute the 1-form Ja defined in Eq. (3.2). Then, solving
the differential equations J = dg˜ g˜−1, we find x˜a(σ) . Finally, substituting the solutions xa(σ)
and x˜a(σ) into Eq. (3.27), we obtain the dual solution x
′a(σ) .
Another easier method is as follows. From a given solution xm(σ), we can easily compute
the 1-form field P(σ). Expanding P by means of the redefined generators T ′A, we obtain P ′A .
Then, we can compute P ′A = M ′A
B P ′A , whose first component is P ′a = ℓ′a . Solving the
differential equation P ′a T ′a = g′−1(x′) dg′(x′), we can find x′m(σ) .
Either way, we can map a solution xm(σ) to a new solution x′m(σ) of the dual sigma model.
3.2 Non-Abelian U-duality
Here, we study the U -duality extension of the PL T -duality in membrane theory. We note
that our analysis is restricted to n ≤ 4 .
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The En algebra: The PL T -duality is based on the Lie algebra of the Drinfel’d double, and
similarly, non-Abelian U -duality will be based on a new algebra that extends the Lie algebra
of the Drinfel’d double. Such an algebra has been recently proposed in [39,40] and we call it
the En algebra by following [39]. For n ≤ 4, the algebra is given by
Ta ◦ Tb = fabc Tc ,
Ta ◦ T b1b2 = fab1b2c Tc + 2 fac[b1 T b2]c ,
T a1a2 ◦ Tb = −fba1a2c Tc + 3 f[c1c2 [a1 δa2]b] T c1c2 ,
T a1a2 ◦ T b1b2 = −2 fda1a2[b1 T b2]d ,
(3.28)
where a, b = 1, . . . , n . The indices of the generators are antisymmetric T ab = −T ba and the
structure constants have symmetries fab
c = f[ab]
c and fa
b1b2b3 = fa
[b1b2b3] . For simplicity, we
denote the algebra as
TA ◦ TB = FABC TC ,
(
TA
) ≡ (Ta, Ta1a2√2!
)
. (3.29)
Since the first two indices of the structure constants are not antisymmetric (i.e. FABC 6=
−FBAC), this is a Leibniz algebra rather than a Lie algebra. The Leibniz identity,
TA ◦
(
TB ◦ TC
)
=
(
TA ◦ TB
) ◦ TC + TB ◦ (TA ◦ TC) , (3.30)
requires that the structure constants should satisfy [39]
0 = f[ab
e fc]e
d , (3.31)
0 = fbc
e fe
a1a2d + 6 fe[b
[d fc]
a1a2]e , (3.32)
0 = fd1d2
[a1 δ
a2]
b fc
d1d2e , (3.33)
0 = 3 f[d1d2
[a1 δ
a2]
e] fc
eb1b2 + 4 fef
[a1 fc
a2]e[b1 δ
b2]f
d1d2
, (3.34)
0 = fc
ea1a2 fe
db1b2 − 3 fce[b1b2 fed]a1a2 . (3.35)
Similar to the Drinfel’d double, a U -duality-invariant metric has been defined as
〈TA, TB〉C = ηAB;C , (3.36)
where (ηAB;C) ≡
(
ηAB;c,
ηAB;c1···c4√
4!
)
has the same matrix elements as Eq. (2.18).
Target space with the En symmetry: Similar to the case of the PL T -duality, where the
target geometry is expressed as (3.10), we can construct a target geometry as [39]
HIJ(x) = EIA(x)EJB(x) HˆAB , (3.37)
by using the En algebra. Here, HˆAB is a constant matrix and EIA has the form
(
EI
A
) ≡

 r
a
i 0
e
i1
b1
e
i2
b2
Πb1b2a√
2!
e
[i1
[a1
e
i2]
a2]

 . (3.38)
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The right-invariant 1-form rai and its dual e
i
a has been defined by using a physical group
element g(x), which we parameterize as g(x) = ex
aTa . In addition, similar to Eqs. (3.6) and
(3.7), the tri-vector Πabc is defined as
g−1(x) ◦ TA ≡MAB(x)TB ,
(
MA
B
) ≡

 aab 0
−Πa1a2c acb√
2!
(a−1)[b1
a1 (a−1)b2]
a2

 , (3.39)
where g−1 ◦ TA = e−h ◦TA (h ≡ xa Ta) denotes
g−1 ◦ TA ≡ TA − h ◦ TA + 1
2!
h ◦ (h ◦ TA)− 1
3!
h ◦ (h ◦ (h ◦ TA))+ · · · . (3.40)
Similar to the case of the Drinfel’d double, the generalized frame fields EA
I (defined as the
inverse of EI
A) satisfy the relation (3.12) by means of the generalized Lie derivative in EFT,
and we can show that the target geometry has the generalized isometry group, which is
generated by the En algebra
£ˆEAHIJ = FAIK HKJ + FAJK HIK
(FAIJ ≡ FABC EIB ECJ) . (3.41)
If we introduce the dual metric g˜ij and Ω
ijk through the non-geometric parameterization
of the generalized metric (see for example [51–53])
(HIJ) =

 δki 0
Ωi1i2k√
2!
δi1i2k1k2



g˜kl 0
0 g˜k1k2,l1l2



δlj Ω
lj1j2√
2!
0 δj1j2l1l2

 , (3.42)
we find
g˜ij ≡ eai ebj gˆab = vai vbj gˆab , Ωijk ≡ Ωabc eia ejb ekc
(
Ωabc ≡ Πabc + Ωˆabc) , (3.43)
where we have parameterized the constant matrix HˆAB as
(HˆAB) =

 δca 0
Ωˆa1a2c√
2!
δa1a2c1c2



gˆcd 0
0 gˆc1c2,d1d2



δdb Ωˆ
db1b2√
2!
0 δb1b2d1d2

 , (3.44)
where Ωˆabc and gˆab are constants that are assumed to satisfy
fa(b
d gˆc)d = 0 , fde
[a Ωˆbc]e = 0 . (3.45)
Then, we find that the dual fields satisfy [39]
£va g˜ij = 0 , £vaΩ
ijk = fa
bcd vib v
j
c v
k
d . (3.46)
The target space constructed in this way is the setup to discuss non-Abelian U -duality.
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In order to identify the standard supergravity fields, we make the following identification
between the standard fields (gij , Cijk) and the dual fields (g˜ij , Ω
ijk) [51,52] (see also [42]):
|g˜| 19−n

 δki 0
Ωi1i2k√
2!
δi1i2k1k2



g˜kl 0
0 g˜k1k2,l1l2



δlj Ω
lj1j2√
2!
0 δj1j2l1l2


= |g| 19−n

δki −
Cik1k2√
2!
0 δi1i2k1k2



gkl 0
0 gk1k2,l1l2



 δlj 0
−Cl1l2j√
2!
δ
j1j2
l1l2

 ,
(3.47)
where the density factors are needed in order to remove the weight of the generalized metric.
From this relation, the standard supergravity fields (for n ≤ 4) are obtained as follows:
gij = K
2
3
(
K−1 g˜ij − 1
2
Ωikl Ω
kl
j
)
, Cijk = −K Ωijk , (3.48)
where K−1 ≡ 1 + 13! Ωijk Ωijk and the indices of Cijk and Ωijk are raised or lowered by the
metric gij and the dual metric g˜ij , respectively.
In terms of the standard fields, the relations (3.46) read4
£vagij = −
2
3 · 3! fa
bcdCbcd gij + fa
bcdCbc(i gj)d ,
£vaC3 = −
1
3!
fa
bcd ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd + 1
3!
fa
bcdCbcdC3 ,
(3.49)
where ℓa ≡ gab ℓb, and curved indices i, j of gij and Cijk have been converted to the indices
a, b by using via (e.g. Cabc ≡ via vjb vkc Cijk).
We also note that the metric Gab ≡ eia ejb gij also satisfies
fa(b
dGc)d = 0 . (3.50)
Indeed, in n = 3, gij ∝ g˜ij and Eq. (3.50) is trivial. In n = 4, we can parameterize Ωijk as
Ωijk = ε˜ijkl Ωl
(
ε˜0123 = 1√|g˜|
)
(see Appendix A) and then we obtain
gij = K
2
3
(
g˜ij − ΩiΩj
)
, K =
1
1− g˜ij ΩiΩj . (3.51)
By assuming fab
a = 0, Eq. (3.45) leads to fab
c Ωˆc = 0 where Ωˆ
abc ≡ ε˜abcd Ωˆd . Moreover, from
the identity (C.12), we obtain fab
c (Ωabd−Ωˆabd) = 0 , which is equivalent to f[abd (Ωc]−Ωˆc]) = 0.
Then, we obtain
fab
cΩc = fab
c
(
Ωc − Ωˆc
)
= −2 fc[ac
(
Ωb] − Ωˆb]
)
= 0 . (3.52)
This shows the desired relation in n = 4,
fa(b
dGc)d = K
2
3
(
fa(b
d g˜c)d − fa(bd Ωc)Ωd
)
= 0 . (3.53)
Thus, both in n = 3 and n = 4 (with fab
a = 0), Gab is an invariant metric, and we have
Gab =
(
a−1
)
a
c
(
a−1
)
b
dGcd = v
i
a v
j
b gij = gab . (3.54)
4They can be checked by using relations specific to n = 3, 4 given in Appendices A and B.
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Membrane theory: Now, let us consider membrane theory. In a general curved spacetime,
the equations of motion for the scalar fields xi(σ) become
∂α
(√
−h gij hαβ ∂βxj + 1
2
Cijk ǫ
αβγ ∂βx
j ∂γx
k
)
=
1
2
∂igjk h
αβ ∂αx
k ∂βx
l +
1
3!
∂iCk1k2k3 ǫ
αβγ ∂αx
k1 ∂βx
k2 ∂γx
k3 , (3.55)
where ǫ012 = 1 . By contracting the free index i with a set of vector fields via, we obtain
dJa = 1
2
£vagij dx
i ∧ ∗dxj −£vaC3 , (3.56)
where we have defined
Ja ≡ ∗ℓa − 1
2
Cabc ℓ
b ∧ ℓc . (3.57)
In the target geometry given by Eqs. (3.37) and (3.48), by choosing the vector fields via as the
left-invariant vector fields, the equations of motion become
dJa = 1
3!
fa
bcd
[
ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd +
(
3CbceH
e
d − Cbcd
) ∗ 1− CbcdC3] , (3.58)
where Hab ≡ hαβ ℓai ℓcj gcb ∂αxi ∂βxj . Note that Hab is a projector satisfying Hac Hcb = Hab in
n = 4 while Hab = δ
a
b in n = 3. Note also that Eq. (3.58) reduces to the equations of motion
(2.13) in the Abelian case, where fa
bcd = 0 and ℓa = δai dx
i .
For the manifest U -duality, we define a combination
(JA) ≡

 Ja
ℓa1∧ℓa2√
2!

 , (3.59)
similar to the Abelian case (2.14). Similar to Eq. (2.26), we also define the Hodge dual of the
2-form field JA through
JA = HAB ∗ PB , (3.60)
where
(HAB) ≡

δca −
Cac1c2√
2!
0 δa1a2c1c2



gcd 0
0 gc1c2,d1d2



 δdb 0
−Cd1d2b√
2!
δb1b2d1d2

 . (3.61)
Then, we find that the 1-form fields have the form
(
PA
) ≡

 P a
Pa1a2√
2!

 =

 ℓa
Ca1a2b ℓ
b−∗(ℓa1∧ℓa2)√
2!

 . (3.62)
Similar to the case of the PL T -duality [see Eq. (3.16)], we redefine the 1-form fields as
P ≡ PA TA = g ◦
(
P a Ta +
1
2
Pa1a2 T
a1a2
)
⇔ PA = (M−1)
B
A PB . (3.63)
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Then, we obtain
(PA) ≡

 PaPa1a2√
2!

 =

ra + 12 Πab1b2 Pb1b2
aa1
b1 aa2
b2 Pb1b2√
2!

 . (3.64)
Similar to Eq. (3.19), this satisfies the self-duality relation
PA = ∗(HˆAB ∧ PB) (HˆAB ≡ HˆAC ηCB) , (3.65)
where we have defined the η-form as
(
ηAB
) ≡

 0
δ
[b1
a ℓ
b2]√
2!
δ
[a1
b
ℓa2]√
2!
0

 . (3.66)
Equations of motion: By using an identity,
ℓb ∧ Pba = ℓb ∧
[
Cbac ℓ
c − ∗(ℓb ∧ ℓa)] = 2Ja , (3.67)
the equations of motion (3.58) can be expressed as
ℓb ∧ dPba = −1
2
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ Pba
− 1
3
fa
bcd
[
ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd +
(
3CbceH
e
d − Cbcd
) ∗ 1−Cbcd C3] , (3.68)
where we have used dℓb = −12 fcdb ℓc ∧ ℓd . We then consider a projection,
Hca ℓ
b ∧ dPbc = Hca
{
−1
2
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ Pbc
− 1
3
fc
bcd
[
ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd +
(
3CbceH
e
d − Cbcd
) ∗ 1−Cbcd C3]
}
. (3.69)
When n = 3, Hca = δ
c
a and they are equivalent to the equations of motion (3.68), while when
n = 4, one equation has been projected out. In fact, as we show in Appendix D, Eq. (3.69) is
equivalent to
Hca ℓ
b ∧
(
dPbc − 1
2
f[b
def Pc]d ∧ Pef +
1
2
fbc
d P e ∧ Pde
)
= 0 . (3.70)
To be more precise, when n = 3 we can show the equivalence without any assumption, but
when n = 4 we need to assume fab
a = 0 . Then, the equations of motion (3.70) imply
dPab =
1
2
f[a
cde Pb]c ∧ Pde −
1
2
fab
c P d ∧ Pcd . (3.71)
In fact, we can directly show that Eq. (3.71) is identically satisfied in n = 3 (see Appendix
B). Thus, the equations of motion in n = 3 are automatically satisfied and the membrane is
non-dynamical even in the curved background given in Eq. (3.37). In n = 4, the projected
equations (3.70) are satisfied under the equations of motion, but they do not lead to Eq. (3.71).
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In fact, as we show in Appendix C, the relation (3.71), which is suggested by the equations
of motion, is equivalent to the MC equation of the En algebra,
dPA = 1
2
FBCA PB ∧ PC , (3.72)
where FBCA are the structure constants of the En algebra. Thus, in n = 3, the general-
ized displacement PA satisfies the MC equation, which generalizes the Abelian one given in
Eq. (2.42). In n = 4, PA does not satisfy the MC equation similar to the Abelian case, and
we cannot perform the full U -duality transformation.
Non-Abelian U-duality: In n = 3, non-Abelian U -duality is realized as a redefinition of
the En generators,
T ′A = CA
B TB , (3.73)
where CA
B is an element of the U -duality group SL(2) × SL(3). Under the redefinition, the
structure constants are transformed as
F ′ABC = CAD CBE
(
C−1
)
F
C FDEF . (3.74)
In order to keep the MC 1-form P invariant, the components should be transformed as
P ′A = (C−1)BA PB . (3.75)
Then, the MC equation (3.72) is manifestly covariant under non-Abelian U -duality (3.73).
The η-form is also transformed covariantly
η
′
AB = CA
C CB
D
ηCD , (3.76)
and by further transforming the constant matrix as
Hˆ′AB = CAC CBD HˆCD , (3.77)
the self-duality relation (3.65) is also manifestly covariant under (3.73).
If a solution xi(σ) of membrane theory is given, we can explicitly compute the 1-form
fields PA(σ). After the change of generators (3.73), the 1-form fields are transformed as
P ′A = (C−1)BA PB . We can also introduce a new group element g′(x′) = ex′a T ′a , and through
the relation (3.63), we can compute the 1-form P ′A =M ′B
A P ′B in the dual theory. Since the
first component P ′a has been identified as the left-invariant 1-form ℓ′a, by solving
P ′a T ′a = g
′−1(x′) dg′(x′) , (3.78)
we can in principle determine the dual solution x′i(σ) .
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4 Discussion
In this paper, we have studied membrane theory in a curved background (3.37), which has
the symmetry of the En algebra. Similar to the case of Abelian U -duality, we can show that
the generalized displacement PA satisfies the MC equation of the En algebra only when n = 3.
Both the MC equation and the self-duality relation for PA are manifestly covariant under non-
Abelian U -duality (3.73) (which is a redefinition of the En generators) and we have naturally
extended the standard story of Abelian U -duality to the non-Abelian setup. In n = 4, we face
the difficulty already known in the Abelian case, and PA do not satisfy the MC equation even
under the equations of motion.
In addition to the membrane, M-theory contains the M5-brane as well (see [50, 54, 55]
for M5-brane theory in U -duality-covariant approaches). Again in the M5-brane theory, the
equations of motion will not generally provide the MC equation. The only exceptional case will
be n = 6, where the M5-brane becomes space-filling. There, the generalized displacement is
extended as PA = (Pa, Pa1a2√
2!
,
Pa1···a5√
5!
)
(see for example [50]), and the number of the non-trivial
components of the MC equations is n!2! (n−2)! +
n!
5! (n−5)! , corresponding to Pa1a2 and Pa1···a5 .
The dynamical fields on the M5-brane are xi and the 2-form gauge field Aαβ (α, β = 0, . . . , 5)
and, naively, the number of the equations of motion coincides with that of the non-trivial MC
equations when n = 6.5 Thus, we expect that U -duality symmetry in the M5-brane theory
can be realized for n = 6. For n > 6, the number of the equations of motion is smaller and the
full MC equation will not be reproduced. In order to examine this possibility, it is important
to construct the En algebra for n = 6 or higher.
As it is well-known, when the (self-dual) field strength on the M5-brane is non-vanishing,
the M2-brane is induced on the M5-brane. Then, the dynamics of the induced M2-brane will
be described by the 2-form gauge fields Aαβ on the M5-brane. For example, in section 6 of [56],
the gauge fields are dualized to the embedding functions xi of the M2-brane, and the membrane
action has been reproduced from the M5-brane action. Then, it is interesting to consider the
following possibility. As we discussed in this paper, in n = 6, membrane theory does not
have the E6 U -duality symmetry. However, if the E6 U -duality symmetry is realized in the
topological (or space-filling) M5-brane theory, it is interesting to interpret the topological M5-
brane theory as the E6-covariant membrane theory. Since the M5-brane is space-filling x
i will
be non-dynamical, and only the gauge fields Aαβ are dynamical, which describe the fluctuation
of the membrane. If PA satisfies the MC equation, we can perform non-Abelian U -duality.
This approach may resolve the issue of U -duality in membrane theory. Moreover, in the
approach of [50, 55], gauge fields on the worldvolume are introduced as the diffeomorphism
parameters along the dual direction in the extended spacetime. In other words, the gauge
5Here we have not taken into account of the self-duality relation for the gauge field.
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fields are interpreted as the fluctuation along the dual directions in the extended spacetime.
Since the number of diffeomorphism parameters along the dual direction is always the same
as the number of the non-trivial components of the MC equations, naively we can expect that
the MC equation is realized under the equations of motion even for higher n. For example, in
n = 8, it will be impossible to realize the E8 duality symmetry in M5-brane theory. However,
there, the Kaluza–Klein monopole (KKM) is space-filling, and its worldvolume theory may
have the E8 U -duality symmetry. If so, it may be possible to regard the topological KKM
theory as the E8 M5-brane theory. We hope to work on this in the future.
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A Formulas in n = 4
In n = 4, relations between the non-geometric fields and the standard fields are given as
g˜ij = K
1
3 Eij , Eij ≡ gij + 1
2
Ci
klCklj , Ω
ijk = −Eil gjm gkn Clmn = −K Cijk ,
Ωijk = −K−1Cijk , det
(
Eij
)
= K−3 det
(
gij
)
,
√
−g˜ = K− 56√−g ,
(A.1)
where the indices of Cijk and Ω
ijk are raised or lowered with the metric gij and g˜ij , respectively.
In n = 4, it is useful to parameterize Cijk and Ω
ijk as
Cijk = εijklC
l , Ωijk = εijkl Ωl , (A.2)
and then we find the following relations:
Ωi = −K− 16 Ci , Ωi = −K
1
6 Ci , K =
1
1− gij CiCj =
1
1− g˜ij ΩiΩj ,
gij = K
2
3
(
g˜ij − ΩiΩj
)
, g˜ij = K
1
3
(
gij − CiCj
)
.
(A.3)
B Results specific to n = 3
In this Appendix, by considering n = 3, we show Eq. (3.71), namely,
dPab =
1
2
f[a
cde Pb]c ∧ Pde −
1
2
fab
c P d ∧ Pcd . (B.1)
Using the dual metric g˜ij defined in Eq. (3.43), we define the anti-symmetric tensor
ε˜ijk ≡
√
|g˜| ǫijk , ε˜ijk ≡ 1√|g˜| ǫ
ijk , ǫ012 ≡ 1 ≡ −ǫ012 . (B.2)
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In n = 3, the tri-vector Ωijk should be proportional to ε˜ijk and we define
Ωijk ≡ ω ε˜ijk . (B.3)
From Eq. (3.48), we obtain the standard supergravity fields as
gij =
1
(1− ω2)2/3 g˜ij , Cijk = −
ω
1− ω2 ε˜ijk = −ω εijk , (B.4)
where we have defined
εijk ≡
√
|g| ǫijk = 1
1− ω2 ε˜ijk , ε
ijk ≡ 1√|g| ǫ
ijk =
(
1− ω2) ε˜ijk . (B.5)
Using £va ε˜
ijk = 0 (which follows from £va g˜ij = 0), Eq. (3.46) reduces to
£vaω = −
1
3!
fa
bcd ε˜bcd ⇔ dω = − 1
3!
fa
bcd ε˜bcd ℓ
a . (B.6)
Another important relation specific to n = 3 is
εabc ℓ
c = ∗(ℓa ∧ ℓb) . (B.7)
This allows us to simplify Pab as
Pab ≡ Cabc ℓc − ∗
(
ℓa ∧ ℓb
)
= − ω
1− ω2 ε˜abc ℓ
c − 1
1− ω2 ε˜abc ℓ
c = − 1
1− ω ε˜abc ℓ
c , (B.8)
and we obtain
dPab = − dω
(1− ω)2 ε˜abc ∧ ℓ
c − d ln
√|g˜|
1− ω ε˜abc ∧ ℓ
c − 1
1− ω ε˜abc dℓ
c . (B.9)
Now, let us rewrite each term on the right-hand side. The first term is
− dω
(1− ω)2 ε˜abc ∧ ℓ
c =
ε˜abc
3! (1− ω)2 fe
d1d2d3 ε˜d1d2d3 ℓ
e ∧ ℓc = − 1
3! (1 − ω) fe
d1d2d3 ε˜d1d2d3 ℓ
e ∧ Pab
= − 1
12
fe1
d1d2d3 ε˜d1d2d3 ε˜
e1e2e3 Pe2e3 ∧ Pab
= − 1
12
f[a|d1d2d3 ε˜d1d2d3 ε˜
e1e2e3 Pe1e2 ∧ Pe3|b]
=
1
2
f[a
c1c2c3 Pb]c1 ∧ Pc2c3 , (B.10)
where we have used the Schouten identity, f[e1
d1d2d3 Pe2e3 ∧ Pa]b = 0. The second term is
−d ln
√|g˜|
1− ω ε˜abc ∧ ℓ
c =
fde
d
1− ω ε˜abc ℓ
e ∧ ℓc , (B.11)
and the third term is
− 1
1− ω ε˜abc dℓ
c =
1
2
1
1− ω ε˜abc fde
c ℓd ∧ ℓe = 3
2
1
1− ω ε˜d[ab fc]e
c ℓd ∧ ℓe
=
3
2
1
1− ω ε˜de[a fbc]
c ℓd ∧ ℓe
= − fde
d
1− ω ε˜abc ℓ
e ∧ ℓc − 1
2
fab
c ℓd ∧ Pcd . (B.12)
Thus, we obtain
dPab =
1
2
f[a
c1c2c3 Pb]c1 ∧ Pc2c3 −
1
2
fab
c P d ∧ Pcd , (B.13)
which is an identity in n = 3 .
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C Maurer–Cartan equation for the En algebra
In this appendix, for n ≤ 4, we show that
dPab =
1
2
f[a
cde Pb]c ∧ Pde −
1
2
fab
c P d ∧ Pcd , (C.1)
given in Eq. (3.71) is equivalent to the U -duality-manifest MC equation
dPA − 1
2
FBCA PB ∧ PC = 0 , (C.2)
where
(PA) ≡

 PaPa1a2√
2!

 ≡

ra + 12 Πab1b2 Pb1b2
aa1
b1 aa2
b2 Pb1b2√
2!

 . (C.3)
By using the explicit form of FBCA, The MC equation (C.2) is equivalent to
dPa = 1
2
fbc
aPb ∧ Pc + 1
2
fb
c1c2aPb ∧ Pc1c2 , (C.4)
dPa1a2 = 2 fb[a1c Pb ∧ Pa2]c +
1
2
fa1a2
bPc ∧ Pcb + 1
2
f[a1
b1b2c Pa2]c ∧ Pb1b2 . (C.5)
As we show later, the former follows from the latter. Thus, in the following, we show that the
latter is equivalent to Eq. (C.1). To this end, we employ the following identities [39]:
daa
b = aa
d fde
b ℓe , (C.6)
dΠa1a2a3 = fb
a1a2a3 rb + 3 fbc
[a1 Πa2a3]c rb , (C.7)
(
a−1
)
a
e
(
a−1
)
b
f ag
c fef
g = fab
c , (C.8)
aa
e
(
a−1
)
f1
b1
(
a−1
)
f2
b2
(
a−1
)
f3
b3 fe
f1f2f3 = fa
b1b2b3 + 3 fac
[b1 Πb2b3]c , (C.9)
3
(
fe[c
a1 δ
[a2
d] Π
b1b2]e − fe[ca2 δ[a1d] Πb1b2]e
)
+ fcd
[a1 Πa2]b1b2 = 0 , (C.10)
fd
b1b2cΠa1a2d − 3 fda1a2[b1 Πb2c]d = 3 fde[cΠb1b2]dΠa1a2e − 4 fde[a1 Πa2]d[b1 Πb2]ec , (C.11)
fab
cΠabd = 0 . (C.12)
By using Eqs. (C.6), (C.8), and (C.9), Eq. (C.5) becomes
dPa1a2 = −2 fb[a1c ℓb ∧ Pa2]c + 2 fb[a1c P˜b ∧ Pa2]c +
1
2
fa1a2
b P˜c ∧ Pcb
+
1
2
f[a1
c1c2d Pa2]d ∧ Pc1c2 +
3
2
fe[a1
[c1 Π˜c2d]e Pa2]d ∧ Pc1c2
=
1
2
f[a1
cde Pa2]c ∧ Pde −
1
2
fa1a2
b P c ∧ Pbc
+
1
4
(
6 fe[a1
d δ
[b
a2]
Π˜c1c2]e + fa1a2
d Π˜bc1c2
)
Pdb ∧ Pc1c2 , (C.13)
where we have defined
P˜a ≡ aba Pb , Π˜abc ≡ ada aeb af cΠdef . (C.14)
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By further using Eq. (C.10), we can show that the last line of Eq. (C.13) vanishes. Then, we
have shown that Eq. (C.5) is equivalent to Eq. (C.1).
In the remainder of this Appendix, we show that Eq. (C.4) is trivially satisfied under
Eq. (C.5). By using the explicit form of Pa, the left-hand side of Eq. (C.4) is
dPa = 1
2
fbc
a rb ∧ rc + 1
2
fc
b1b2a rc ∧ Pb1b2 +
3
2
rc fcd
[b1 Πb2a]d Pb1b2 +
1
2
Πb1b2a dPb1b2 . (C.15)
Then, by using Eqs. (C.5) and (C.12), Eq. (C.4) is equivalent to
1
2
Πa1a2a fba1
cΠbd1d2 Pd1d2 ∧ Pa2c +
1
4
fb
c1c2aΠbe1e2 Pc1c2 ∧ Pe1e2
− 1
4
fa1
b1b2cΠa2aa1 Pca2 ∧ Pb1b2 −
1
8
fbc
aΠbe1e2 Πcf1f2 Pe1e2 ∧ Pf1f2 = 0 .
(C.16)
By further using an identity
1
4
fb
c1c2aΠbe1e2 Pc1c2 ∧ Pe1e2 −
1
4
fa1
b1b2cΠa2aa1 Pca2 ∧ Pb1b2 −
1
8
fbc
aΠbe1e2 Πcf1f2 Pe1e2 ∧ Pf1f2
+
1
4
fed
b2 Πdb1aΠa1a2e Pa1a2 ∧ Pb1b2 +
1
2
fde
a1 Πa2db1 Πb2ea Pb1b2 ∧ Pa1a2 = 0 , (C.17)
which follows from Eq. (C.11), we can show that Eq. (C.16) is equivalent to
1
4
fed
b2 Πdb1cΠa1a2e Pb1b2 ∧ Pda1 −
1
2
fde
a1 Πa2db1 Πb2ec Pb1b2 ∧ Pa1a2 = 0 . (C.18)
We can easily see that this equality follows from Eq. (C.10). Thus, Eq. (C.4) is always satisfied
when Eq. (C.5) is satisfied.
D Rewriting the equations of motion
Here, we rewrite the equations of motion Eq. (3.68),
ℓb ∧ dPba = −1
2
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ Pba
− 1
3
fa
bcd
[
ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd +
(
3CbceH
e
d − Cbcd
) ∗ 1−Cbcd C3] , (D.1)
into a more convenient form. Only when n = 4, we assume that fab
a = 0 .
We begin by rewriting the first term on the right-hand side as
−1
2
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ Pba = −1
2
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ [Cbae ℓe + ∗(ℓa ∧ ℓb)] . (D.2)
Here, by using Eq. (3.50), the second term vanishes
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ ∗(ℓa ∧ ℓb) = 2Hca fc(db ge)bHde ∗ 1 = 0 . (D.3)
Then, in n = 3, by using the Schouten identity A[cdae] = 0, we obtain
−1
2
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ Pba = 1
2
fac
bCbde ℓ
c ∧ ℓd ∧ ℓe . (D.4)
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In n = 4, by using the Schouten identity A[cdbae] = 0, we obtain the same relation
−1
2
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ Pba = 1
2
fac
bCbde ℓ
c ∧ ℓd ∧ ℓe , (D.5)
although the assumption fab
a = 0 has been used. Then, both in n = 3 and n = 4, we obtain
−1
2
fcd
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ Pba = 1
2
fac
bCbde ℓ
c ∧ ℓd ∧ ℓe = 1
2
fac
b ℓc ∧ ℓd ∧ Pbd , (D.6)
where we have used fac
b gbd ℓ
c ∧ ∗ℓd = 0 . The equations of motion then become
ℓb ∧ dPba = ℓc ∧
(
−1
2
fca
b ℓd ∧ Pbd
)
− 1
3
fa
bcd
[
ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd +
(
3CbceH
e
d − Cbcd
) ∗ 1−Cbcd C3] . (D.7)
Now, we rewrite the second line of Eq. (D.7). In n = 3, we can easily rewrite it as
−1
3
fa
bcd
[
ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd + 2Cbcd ∗ 1− Cbcd C3
]
=
1
3
fa
bcd
(
1 + 2ω + ω2
)
εbcd ∗ 1 . (D.8)
Using an identity Pab = −(1 + ω) εabc ℓc in n = 3, we also find
ℓb ∧ 1
2
f[b
def Pa]d ∧ Pef = (1 + ω)2 f[bdbe εa]de ∗ 1 =
1
3
(1 + ω)2 fa
bcd εbcd ∗ 1 , (D.9)
and these show the following relation:
−1
3
fa
bcd
[
ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd + 2Cbcd ∗ 1− Cbcd C3
]
= ℓb ∧
(1
2
f[b
def Pa]d ∧ Pef
)
. (D.10)
Then, the equations of motion (D.7) become
ℓb ∧
(
dPba − 1
2
f[b
def Pa]d ∧ Pef +
1
2
fba
d P e ∧ Pde
)
= 0 . (D.11)
In n = 4, as we show below, we obtain a projected relation,
Hca
(
−1
3
fc
bcd
[
ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd +
(
3CbceH
e
d − Cbcd
) ∗ 1− CbcdC3]
)
= Hca ℓ
b ∧
(1
2
f[b
def Pc]d ∧ Pef
)
. (D.12)
Then, by combining Eqs. (D.7) and (D.12), we obtain
Hca ℓ
b ∧
(
dPbc − 1
2
f[b
def Pc]d ∧ Pef +
1
2
fbc
d P e ∧ Pde
)
= 0 . (D.13)
In n = 3, this is equivalent to the equations of motion (3.68) while in n = 4 this is equivalent
to the projected components of the equations of motion.
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Derivation of Eq. (D.12): In the following, we use several relations specific to n = 4 (see
Appendix A) and also use the Schouten identity, A[a1···a5] = 0.
Let us begin by considering the following expansion:
1
2
f[a
efg ℓa ∧ Pb]e ∧ Pfg
=
1
2
f[a
efg ℓa ∧ ∗(ℓb] ∧ ℓe) ∧ ∗(ℓf ∧ ℓg)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A)
+
1
2
f[a
efg Cb]epCfgq ℓ
a ∧ ℓp ∧ ℓq
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(B)
−1
2
f[a|efg
[
C|b]ep ℓa ∧ ℓp ∧ ∗
(
ℓf ∧ ℓg
)
+ Cfgq ℓ
a ∧ ∗(ℓ|b] ∧ ℓe) ∧ ℓq]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(C)
. (D.14)
We rewrite each term as follows. The first term is
(A) =
1
2
(
fa
efgHaf ℓ
γ1
b ℓ
γ2
e ℓ
β
g εγ1γ2β + fb
efg εαβγ ℓ
α
e ℓ
β
f ℓ
γ
g
) ∗ 1
=
(
− 1
3!
fa
efgHab ℓ
γ1
e ℓ
γ2
f ℓ
β
g εγ1γ2β +
1
2
fb
efg εαβγ ℓ
α
e ℓ
β
f ℓ
γ
g
)
∗ 1
= −1
3
fb
efg ℓe ∧ ℓf ∧ ℓg + 1
3!
fa
efgNab ℓ
α
e ℓ
β
f ℓ
γ
g εαβγ ∗ 1 , (D.15)
where we have defined N ba ≡ δba −Hba, which is a projector along the orthogonal directions of
the membrane. The second term is
(B) =
1
2
f[a
efg Cb]ep εfgqr C
r ℓa ∧ ℓp ∧ ℓq = − 1
3!
f[a
efg Cb]pq Cefg ℓ
a ∧ ℓp ∧ ℓq
= − 1
2 · 3! fa
efg εbpqr C
r Cefg ℓ
a ∧ ℓp ∧ ℓq + 1
2 · 3! fb
efg Capq Cefg ℓ
a ∧ ℓp ∧ ℓq
= − 1
3!
Cr fr
efg Cefg
1
3!
εbapq ℓ
a ∧ ℓp ∧ ℓq + 1
3 · 3! fb
efg Capq Cefg ℓ
a ∧ ℓp ∧ ℓq
=
1
3
fb
efg Cefg C3 − 1
3!
nbC
r fr
efg Cefg , (D.16)
where we have defined na ≡ 13! εabcd ℓb ∧ ℓc ∧ ℓd, which satisfies Hba nb = 0 . The third term
is rather complicated and it may not be useful to show all of the computation. By using the
Schouten identity, we find
(C) =
(1
3
fb
efg Cefg − fbefg CfgpHpe
)
∗ 1 +Nab
(1
2
fe
efg Cafg − 1
3
fa
efg Cefg
)
∗ 1 . (D.17)
Then, by acting the projection, which removes terms proportional to na and N
b
a, we obtain
Hca ℓ
b ∧
(1
2
f[b
def Pc]d ∧ Pef
)
= −1
3
Hca fc
efg
[
ℓe ∧ ℓf ∧ ℓg +
(
3CfgpH
p
e − Cefg
) ∗ 1− Cefg C3
]
. (D.18)
This is precisely the desired equation (D.12).
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